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Досліджено процес заповнення пресформ 
для лиття під тиском полімерних виробів 
складної конфігурації. Розроблено матема
тичну модель динаміки руху в’язкої рідини 
з вільною поверхнею в оформлюючій порож
нині пресформи. Математичну модель по 
будовано на основі використання методу 
маркерів та комірок. Проведено експери
ментальні дослідження, що підтверджують 
аналітичні результати
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Исследован процесс заполнения пресс
форм для литья под давлением полимер
ных изделий сложной конфигурации. Раз 
работана математическая модель дина
мики течения вязкой жидкости со свобод
ной поверхностью в оформляющей полости 
прессформы. Математическая модель 
разработана на основе метода маркеров 
и ячеек. Проведены экспериментальные 
исследования, подтверждающие аналити
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1. introduction

Polymeric materials have become widespread in the ma-
nufacture of parts in different fields, including light industry. 
When producing shoes, polymerics are used for manufactu-
ring soles, heels, heeltaps, sub-socks and buttresses, aggrega-
ted nodes, shoe pads, etc. Polymeric materials possess impor-
tant advantages compared to traditional materials. First, raw 
materials have a relatively low cost and can be obtained in 
almost unlimited quantities. Second, polymeric materials are 
easily processed in different ways and demonstrate beneficial 
physical and mechanical characteristics. All this makes it 
possible to receive products with specific, preset in advance, 
properties. Polymeric materials have a wide range of physical 
properties, such as strength, rigidity, opacity, color, viscosity, 
hardness, ductility, heat resistance, thermal conductivity, 
electrical conductivity, etc. They can consequently be used 
in the manufacture of various goods. The properties of poly-
merics are so varied that they can serve substitutes both for 
metals and natural fibers, particularly silk and wool [1].

The most common technique for fabricating parts from 
polymeric materials is the injection molding [2]. At present, 
about a third of thermoplastics are processed in this way. Due 
to performance efficiency and manufacturability, injection 
molding is very effective for large volumes of production. 
Injection molding enables receiving parts of different shapes, 
with high precision and clean surface. Cast products require 
almost no finishing treatment that makes it possible to re-

duce the amount of industrial waste and shorten duration of 
the production process.

Quality of the molded parts is a function of the type of 
material, technological parameters of the process of injection 
molding, the geometry of parts’ surface and a mold design. 
Development and improvement of equipment and techno-
logies for processing polymeric materials are considered as 
important as the invention of polymers itself [3].

Technological parameters of the injection molding pro-
cess, namely, melt temperature, temperature of the mold, 
and injection molding pressure are determined by the type 
of material. A manufacturer of the raw materials typically 
recommends optimal values of the specified parameters that 
ensure high quality of the resulting product. The geometry 
of the product also exerts significant influence on the process 
of filling the mold. Formation of products with a complex 
geometrical shape predetermines a difficult relief of the mold 
cavities, which complicates filling the mold and uniformity in 
cooling a product. As a consequence, it is possible to receive 
flawed goods that may have the unformed elements, or not 
have the same density in different regions.

A common problem during injection molding of polyme-
ric products is the formation of seals. Lines of seals are formed 
as a result of the presence in the mold of several gates or ob-
stacles round which the molten polymeric material flows in 
the process of filling the mold cavity [4]. Most often, places 
of seals in products are characterized by low indicators of 
mechanical properties [5].
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Given the labor intensity and high cost of manufacturing 
technological equipment, a responsible and careful approach 
is required to the process of designing the injection molds. In 
addition, it is necessary to take into consideration that short-
comings of the mold will inevitably lead to a large number of 
defective products during industrial production.

The possibility of control and targeted influence on the 
process of formation of seals will make it possible to improve 
design parameters of molds in order to ensure the required 
quality of finished products. Visualization of the process of 
filling a mold cavity with the molten polymer will enable 
determining the location of seals in a finished product. This 
will make it possible to improve and develop new designs 
of molds for the injection molding of parts of shoes with 
increased operational characteristics. In order to enable vi-
sualization of the process of filling a mold with a polymeric 
material, it is required to describe mathematically the motion 
of viscous fluid in the mold cavity.

2. literature review and problem statement

The problem of the formation of seal lines arises with the 
advent of the injection molding process. The first important 
contribution to the solution of this problem was made by 
authors of papers [6, 7] whose experimental results formed 
the basis for study [8]. Later in the 80’s, authors of article [9] 
investigated the effect of rheological characteristics of the 
polymeric melt on the strength of seals.

Papers of modern scientists include both experimental 
research and the results of modeling the injection molding 
process.

Experimental research into the process of seal formation 
typically comes down to determining an influence of the 
characteristics of a material and the injection molding pro-
cess parameters on strength of the formed seals.

Article [10] addresses optimization of the injection mol-
ding process in order to improve properties of the material in 
places where seals originate. However, a purely experimental 
approach does not make it possible to detect location of the 
seals in products for the case of molds with a complex geo-
metry of the surface. 

In paper [11], authors investigated the influence of tech-
nological parameters of the injection molding process on the 
strength and microstructure of polymeric material in the 
places of seals. The results of this study are related to a limi-
ted number of materials. 

Study [12] focuses on the prediction of seal strength 
in parts made of amorphous thermoplastic materials. The 
strength of the product, however, is affected not only by the 
strength of the seal itself, but rather a seal orientation rela-
tive to the direction of load action.

Paper [13] proposed the introduction of additives in or-
der to improve strength of the welding lines. In article [14], 
authors report results of a thorough study into the processes 
of formation of hot and cold seals. Nevertheless, technolo-
gical preparation of the injection molding process and mold 
designing require more data than those obtained experimen-
tally for particular cases. 

As far as numerical simulation is concerned, it is pos-
sible to find a large number of studies whose authors employ 
software in order to predict influence of the properties of  
a material and the injection molding process parameters on 
seal lines formation in products.

The most popular software is the Autodesk, Inc.’s Mold-
flow Insight. For example, in paper [15], authors applied  
a method of numerical simulation for the prediction of seal 
formation process in the manufacture of small goods. Ar-
ticle [16] addresses exploring effect of the injection molding 
process parameters on the formation of seals. In study [17], 
numeric simulation of injection molding is used to design 
a mold in order to reduce defects in products. Similar tasks 
were solved in papers [18, 19]. Other software programs that 
are less likely to be used are, for example, Moldex3D [20], 
Solidworks Plastics [21], Cadmould® 3D-F [22], etc. 

Authors of the indicated studies solve, to a greater extent, 
engineering and technological tasks. The scientific substan-
tiation, however, necessitates development of a mathematical 
description of the process, the task that requires conducting 
a theoretical research.

3. the aim and objectives of the study

The aim of present work is the examination and mathe-
matical description of the process of filling a mold cavity with 
a molten polymeric material, particularly, of the process of 
seal line formation in a product.

To achieve the set aim, the following tasks have been 
solved:

– to develop a mathematical model of the flow dynamics 
of viscous fluid with a free surface in order to visualize the 
process of filling a mold cavity with a melt of a polymeric 
material;

– to explore the impact of structural and technological 
parameters of injection molding equipment on the motion of 
a free surface front in the mold cavity;

– to conduct experimental studies in order to confirm 
adequacy of the mathematical model to actual processes.

4. Polymeric materials used for fabricating shoes  
by the method of injection molding

When manufacturing parts of the bottom of shoes, rub-
ber compounds are widely used whose polymeric base is 
formed by butadiene-styrene, isoprene and polybutadiene 
rubbers [23].

The method of liquid formation is employed for making  
a polyurethane bottom of shoes [24, 25].

In addition to thermosetting plastics, when molding parts 
of the bottom of shoes, the following thermoplastic polymeric 
materials are applied: polyolefins, polyamides, capron, nylon, 
polystyrene, polyethylene, polypropylene. 

Thermoplastic mixtures of different polymeric materials 
are also utilized: propylene, ethylene-propylene rubbers and 
polyolefins, ABS plastics [26, 27].

High operational qualities are characteristic of soles 
made of thermoelastic plastics: polyurethane, as well as di-
vinyl styrene, isoprene styrene, divinyl and methyl styrene 
block copolymers [26].

Injection molding of rubber mixtures requires additional 
consumption of energy and time to perform viscous flow 
and vulcanization. Obtaining a reaction mixture of polyure-
thane requires specialized additional equipment. Thus, when 
choosing materials for the research, we selected thermoplas-
tic materials. The latter include the widely-used plasticized 
mixtures based on polyvinyl chloride [23, 28, 29]. Given this,  
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we have chosen the PVC-plasticizer OPLP-2 for experimen-
tal research.

5. results of numerical modeling of the process  
of filling a mold

When building a mathematical model of flow dynamics 
of the melt of a polymeric material in the mold cavity, we 
adopted the following assumptions:

– the melt is a non-compressible fluid;
– gravitational forces are so small that they can be neg-

lected;
– the flow is laminar;
– dissipative heating is disregarded;
– there is no slipping in the place of contact between  

a viscous fluid and the walls of the mold cavity.
The flow of a viscous fluid in the cavity of the mold is de-

scribed by the Navier-Stokes equation for physical va riables 
u, υ and pressure p. We shall consider the flat case only. 
Then the equations describing a laminar isothermal flow of 
the incompressible fluid, according to [30–32], will take the 
following form:
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where u, υ  are the velocity vector projections onto the x  
and y axes; j is the ratio of pressure to density con-
stant r (hereinafter, pressure); t is the time; n is the kinema-
tic viscosity of the fluid, which is equal to the ratio of dyna-
mic viscosity μ to density constant r. 

These equations are supplemented by the condition of 
incompressibility [33, 34]:
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From equations (1) and (2), we shall obtain the Poisson’s 
equation for pressure:
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where D is the divergence of velocity vector determined from 
relation (3). 

Equations (1)–(3) are the main to determine a field of 
velocity and pressure. We shall add boundary conditions to 
them on the symmetry axis, at the border of the in-flow, on 
solid and free surfaces.

1. Boundary conditions on the axis of symmetry. In line 
with [35], we shall assume that on the axis of symmetry radial 
velocity υ and tangential stress t are equal to zero (Fig. 1).

2. Boundary conditions near solid walls. According to [33], 
we shall accept that for the spots where a viscous fluid is  
adjacent to the solid stationary wall, velocity of the fluid 
tends to zero, that is, at the points of contact between a vis-

cous fluid and a solid stationary wall, the normal and tangent 
components of velocity are equal to zero: u = 0, υ = 0 (Fig. 1).

3. Boundary conditions for pressure near solid walls and 
on the axis of symmetry are unknown. They can be deter-
mined from motion equations (1) and (2) by substituting 
boundary velocities in them.

4. Boundary conditions on the border of the in-flow. Ac-
cording to [35], here we assign one of the components of ve-
locity vector. Initial conditions of the problem are the values 
of velocity and pressure in the starting moment. It is required 
to assign initial position of the free surface at this point.

s

u=0 υ=0

p
p

nn
0

τ=0
un

n
υ=0u=0

Fig.	1.	Boundary	conditions	on	the	axis	of	symmetry,		
near	solid	walls,	and	on	the	free	surface

Consider now boundary conditions on the free sur-
face (Fig. 1) that borders a cavity, where pressure is of 
constant value p0 [33]. The following conditions must be 
satisfied on the surface:

– a kinematic condition: the component of velocity that 
is normal to the free surface coincides with the displacement 
rate of the free surface front;

– a dynamic condition: stress vector  pn for the regions, 
tangential to the free surface, is directed along the normal to 
these regions inside, and is equal in magnitude to p0, that is, 
pnn = –p0, pns = 0, where s is any direction of the tangent to the 
surface at the considered point.

Pressure p0 will hereafter be considered zero. 
Write down the newly formulated boundary conditions 

on the free surface. 
It follows from the kinematic condition that there are no 

tangent stresses on the free surface:
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We obtain from the dynamic condition:
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Conditions (5) and (6) belong to the local coordinate 
system n, s (n – normal, s tangent to the surface) relative to 
each point of the free surface. We shall record these equation 
in the Cartesian coordinates. To do this, we shall use formulas 
for transforming the coordinates [36, 37]:
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where β is the angle between a positive direction of the x axis 
and a positive direction of the normal to the free surface. 

The present study examines slow flows of highly viscous 
fluids, which often occur during processing of polymers. In 
this case, viscous terms are several orders of magnitude larger  
than the inertial terms. Thus, according to the theory of  
a highly viscous fluid [21], equations (1) and (2) are written 
as follows:
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All presented equations do not contain time. The entire 
process of a nonstationary flow is divided into a finite num-
ber of stationary problems, in other words, a hypothesis on 
quasi-stationarity is employed. 

Equation (4) is the Poisson’s equation for pressure j. 
While satisfying the condition of non-compressibility, the 
above Poisson’s equation becomes a Laplace equation for 
pressure j:

∇ =2 0j .  (11)

By solving equations (9), (10) and (11) with the given 
boundary conditions, we shall determine, using a method of 
markers and cells (MAS), a velocity field and a pressure field. 

In line with the MAC method, all differential equations 
and boundary conditions are recorded in the finite diffe-
rences on a grid of fixed cells, which covers the region of flow 
of a viscous fluid. Time is also divided into a finite number 
of intervals. A system of particles-markers is applied to the 
volume and surface of the fluid, which are directly associated 
with the fluid. These particles can move along the Euler grid 
with a local fluid rate, indicating positions at a certain point 
in time in line with the Lagrange equation:

dx
dt

u= ;  
dy
dt

= υ.  (12)

A typical cell is shown in Fig. 2. In each cell, one deter-
mines three independent variables u, υ, j, each of which is 
centered at separate points of the grid. Pressure, viscosity, if it 
is not constant, are assigned only in the center i, j of each cell.
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Fig.	2.	Estimated	cell

«Horizontal» velocity ui+1/2, j is determined only on the 
«vertical» borders of cells (xi+1/2, j, yj) and, similarly, «verti-
cal» velocity ui, j+1/2 is determined only on the «horizontal» 
borders of cells (xi, yj+1/2). Hereafter, to avoid half-indices, ve-
locities ui+1/2, j and υi, j+1/2 will be denoted as ui, j and υi, j, that 
is, we assign indexing of the velocities to the center, bearing 
in mind that they are centered at the midpoints of a cell sides. 

Employing [38–40], we shall write differential motion 
equations (9) and (10) that describe a creeping flow in the 
finite-difference form, replacing differential operators with 
difference analogues:
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The finite-difference analog of continuity equation will 
be written as follows:
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A pressure field in the creeping motion is described  
by equation (11) or in a difference form:
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For the convenience of determining variables u, υ, j  
in full cells by the iteration method, we shall use the fol-
lowing expressions:
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Expressions (17) form a complete system of linear algeb-
raic equations for determining all the unknowns in different 
types of cells – boundary, full, and surface. In order to solve 
such systems, it is appropriate to use iterative solving me-
thods that take into account a special form of such systems and 
are convenient for implementing using a computer [41–43]. 

We shall employ the iterative Liebmann method [41, 44, 45]  
involving consecutive relaxations:

x x xk k k= + ⋅ − ⋅− −1 1w ( ),f a  (18)

where w is the relaxation parameter, which takes values from 0 
to 2 (at w > 1, the process is called an «upper» relaxation;  
at w < 1, it is called a «bottom» relaxation); f is the vector of 
free terms; a is the matrix of coefficients with the unknowns. 
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It is difficult to analytically determine the optimal value 
of w. That is why, in this case, w is determined using the 
numerical experiment. The value of w is considered to be 
optimal if the magnitude of discrepancy is minimal at it. 

The MAC method considers particles-markers that do 
not have weight and move at the local rate of a fluid. By 
observing them and mapping their position graphically, it 
is possible to receive a pattern of fluid distribution in space. 

The position of each particle xm, ym is determined using 
a numerical integration from some initial position xm

0 ,  ym
0 , 

which the particle took in the moment of time t = 0:
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where um,  υm are the components of velocity vector of the 
marker at the point where it is at the given moment of time.

Assuming that over a one-time step, which is a very small 
amount of time, the markers’ velocities are constant, it is 
possible to write:
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where xm
n ,  ym

n  are the current coordinates of the marker; xm
n−1, 

ym
n−1 are the marker’s coordinates before displacement. 

Markers’ velocity is determined using a linear interpolation.
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where s1, s2, s3, s4 are the rectangles’ areas that are determined 
from the position of marker in the cell (Fig. 3).

u1 u2

S3

u4

S1 S2

S4u3

Fig.	3.	Scheme	for	determining	areas	of	rectangles

Interpolation formulae differ from each other depending 
on the position of a marker in the cell. 

Similar interpolation formulae will be obtained when de-
termining a vertical component of the marker’s velocity vector.

6. Experimental research into the mold filling process

In order to further use results of analytical research,  
a practical test is required. To determine adequacy of the 
mathematical model to the actual processes, we conducted 
experimental research using mathematical methods of plan-
ning and analysis of the experiment.

We utilized the PVC-plasticizer OPLP-2 during experi-
ments; its characteristics are given in Table 1 [5]:

Table	1

Characteristics	of	the	examined	material

Material
Processing tem-

perature, °С
Injection molding 

pressure, MPa
Hardening tem-

perature, °С

PVC 145–180 40–100 87

To determine a position of the free surface front and its 
motion rate, we assembled an experimental setup on a ther-
moplastic automatic machine at Khmelnytsky shoe facto-
ry (Ukraine), which allowed us to come maximally close to the 
actual conditions that take place in the footwear production. 

In order to conduct research, we specifically designed and 
manufactured an experimental mold whose design makes it 
possible to visually observe the motion of the polymeric melt. 

The research was carried out on the experimental setup,  
a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 4.

9

52

8
6
11

3

10

1
7 4

Fig.	4.	Schematic	of	the	experimental	setup	for	determining	
a	position	and	rate	of	the	free	surface	of	a	polymeric	melt:		

1	–	liner;	2,	3	–	half	matrices;	4	–	centrifugal	pins;		
5	–	glass	plate;	6	–	pressure	plate;	7	–	gate	channel;		

8	–	measuring	liner;	9	–	video	camera;	10	–	temperature	
sensor;	11	–	openings	for	mounting	the	mold	

carriers	(4	pieces)

The installation for conducting experimental studies op-
erates in the following way. 

The clamping device of the thermoplastic automatic 
machine holds, via a groove, liner 1. Half matrices 2 and 3 
are attached by bolts to the mold carriers, which enable an 
automatic connection and disconnection of half matrices 
before filling and after product formation, respectively. Cen-
tering the half matrices implies using conical pins 4. By using  
a manual control unit over a thermoplastic automatic machi-
ne, liner 1, half matrices 2 and 3 are pressed to each other. 
Next, glass plate 5 is put atop, which is rigidly fixed by pres-
sure plate 6. Thus a mold cavity is formed, to which, through 
gate channel 7, by using the thermoplastic automatic machine, 
model B2S/14E, a melt polymer is fed. The process of motion 
of the molten mass is captured by video camera 9, which is 
stationary fixed over glass plate 5. To determine a position 
of the melt of a polymeric material at different moments of 
time, measuring liner 8 is fixed on the pressure plate, while 
one of the two mold carriers holds an electronic liquid crystal  
clock (not shown).
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We shall derive a function of dependence of motion rate 
of the free surface of a polymeric melt on the height and 
width of the mold cavity:

υ = − ⋅ + ⋅ +
+ ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅

0 03 1 5 1 84

40 82 55 10 22 452 2

. . .

. , . .

H B

H B H B  (22)

The obtained equations allow us to describe the process 
of filling a mold with a polymeric material taking into ac-
count two factors – the height and width of the mold cavity. 

Fig. 5, 6 show graphic dependences of the magnitude of 
motion rate of the free surface of a polymeric melt on the 
height and width of the mold cavity. The charts shown were 
obtained as a result of experimental and numerical studies 
into the process of filling a mold with a polymeric material.
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Fig.	5.	Dependences	of	rate	υ	of	the	motion	of	the	free	
surface	front	of	a	polymeric	melt	on	height	H	of	the	mold	

cavity:	1,	2	–	analytical	and	experimental,	with	a	width		
of	mold	cavity	B	=	0.07	m;	3,	4	–	analytical	and		

experimental	at	B	=	0.083	m
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Fig.	6.	Dependences	of	rate	υ	of	the	motion	of	the	free	
surface	front	of	a	polymeric	melt	on	width	B	of	the	mold	
cavity:	1,	2	–	analytical	and	experimental,	with	a	height		

of	mold	cavity	H	=	0.028	m;	3,	4	–	analytical	and		
experimental	at	H	=	0.035	m

The charts shown (Fig. 5, 6) demonstrate that the nu-
merical model and the obtained regressive dependences 
are in satisfactory agreement (a relative deviation of the 
experimental values from the theoretical values does not 
exceed 12 %). This fact confirms the appropriateness of using 

a mathematical model to study processes that occur when 
filling a mold with molten polymeric material.

7. Discussion of results of research into the process  
of seal line formation when filling a mold

As noted earlier, in the places of seal formation a product 
has low operational properties, which reduces reliability of 
the product. If it is impossible to avoid seal formation in the 
process of injection molding, then it is necessary to ensure 
that the seals are absent in those regions of the product, 
which accept maximal operating loads. The mathematical 
model obtained in the present work makes it possible to 
visually observe the process of seal formation and to predict 
quality of the product. By applying the proposed method, it 
is possible to change position of the seals by choosing design 
parameters of the mold, in particular, the dimensions and 
location of the intake openings.

Fig. 7, a shows design of the actual mold that was used 
in the injection molding of soles for a shoe workpiece with  
a textile upper, and for modeling the process of filling a mold.  
It is possible to see that the line of seal in the finished product 
is located in the beam zone, which accepts maximal opera-
tional loads as a result of stretching and compressing this 
section at each step. When using such shoes, the sole was 
cracking in the beam zone. 

The studies conducted have allowed us to propose a de-
sign of the mold, which made it possible to obtain products 
with improved performance properties. A change in the loca-
tion of the intake openings in a mold shifts the lines of seals 
to the less loaded section (Fig. 7, b).

32 4860
а

32

72

36
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°

b

Fig.	7.	Position	of	the	lines	of	seals	in	the	finished		
product	obtained:	a –	using	a	prototype	mold;		

b	–	using	the	proposed	mold

The use of MAC method enables prediction of the forma-
tion of lines of seals when a molten polymer flows round the 
obstacles. It is also possible to devise recommendations for 
choosing optimal technological parameters for the process 
to better fill the mold during injection molding of large-size 
products through one intake opening. This makes it possible 
to avoid formation of the seals in a product, as well as im-
prove its strength characteristics.
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8. conclusions

1. A mathematical model was developed of the dynamics 
of non-isothermal flow of a viscous fluid in the mold cavity, 
which makes it possible to visualize the process of filling a mold 
with a molten polymer. The model includes the Navier-Stokes 
equations, the equation of continuity and the Laplace equa-
tions. As a result of solving the specified system of equations, 
we determined rate components of a two-dimensional flow, as 
well as pressure of the melt in the process of filling a mold. This 
enables observation of the process of seal formation and allows 
determining location of the seals in the finished product.

2. We investigated the process of seal formation, which 
revealed that the position of the lines of seal depends on the 
design parameters of gate equipment and practically does not 
depend on the technological factors of the injection molding 
process.

3. We designed an experimental installation for the visual  
observation and video recording of the process of filling 
a mold under conditions of shoe production. The results of 

analytical studies are confirmed: a maximal deviation from 
the experimental values does not exceed 12 %. We obtained 
experimentally the functional dependences of the operational 
properties of parts of the shoe bottom on the orientation of 
seals. It was established that an increase in the strength of 
the molded polymeric parts could be achieved by arranging 
the lines of seal at minimal angle to the direction of action of 
destructive load.

The use of a mathematical model of the dynamics of 
non-isothermal flow of a viscous fluid with free surface makes 
it possible to determine the rate, position of the melt front at 
different stages of the process of filling a mold. This enable 
prediction of the location and shape of the seals that occur 
in the finished products as a result of contact between the 
surfaces of melt fronts.

The studies conducted ensure a possibility to significant-
ly reduce the cost of designing technological equipment and 
to avoid manufacturing low-quality products caused by the 
imperfection of molds or by the wrong choice of technologi-
cal parameters of the injection molding process.
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